PURPOSE. The purpose of this study was to determine the within-session variability and between-session repeatability of spectral Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography (Doppler FD-OCT) Doppler retinal blood flow measurements in young and elderly subjects.
T he human eye is perfused mostly from the ophthalmic artery, the first branch of the internal carotid artery and the only branch of the internal carotid outside the cranium. There are two distinct vascular systems that support the mature neural retina: the inner retinal vessels and the choroidal vessels. The two beds vary in both their embryonic differentiation pattern and functionally in the adult human. 1 The retinal vasculature is spread mainly within the inner retina and nourishes most inner retinal structures. The pigment epithelium and photoreceptors, however, are primarily nourished by the choroidal vasculature. The contraction of the arterioles determines the blood flow into the inner retinal capillary bed. 2 Moreover, the downstream retinal capillaries are believed to be able to further fine-tune blood flow via the actions of the contractile pericytes in response to local tissue demands, such as the level of oxygenation. 3 Taken together, these mechanisms sustain constant blood flow over an extensive range of perfusion pressures (i.e., autoregulation).
The assessment of retinal blood flow (RBF) is important because its perturbation has been suggested to play a role in many ocular diseases such as diabetic retinopathy [4] [5] [6] and glaucoma. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] Several techniques have been developed to quantify RBF in humans. Previous techniques for evaluating retinal perfusion have numerous limitations, such as being invasive (e.g., fluorescein angiography), or are subjective (e.g., blue field entoptic phenomenon), or are incapable of calculating blood flow (e.g., retinal vessel analyzer), since a surrogate parameter of flow is truly measured. In addition, a technique that truly measures volumetric RBF, that is, bidirectional laser Doppler velocimetry and simultaneous vessel densitometry, is currently limited to relatively large vessels and a single measurement site. To overcome these limitations, a new technique termed spectral Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography Doppler (Doppler FD-OCT) blood flow (e.g., the Optovue RTVue system) has been developed. The FD-OCT method uses noncontact imaging that mixes micrometer-scale resolution with millimeter image penetration depth. [15] [16] [17] It is similar to the ultrasound technique, with the exception of using light energy in the form of lasers instead of sound. The FD-OCT technique perceives the intensity of light, back-reflected from various features within the imaged object, resulting from spatial variations of the tissue refractive index. It is based on lowcoherence interferometry, a classic optical measurement technique. The FD-OCT method makes high-resolution imaging possible. It is generally used in the diagnosis and management of retinal diseases. 18, 19 Fourier-domain optical coherence tomography has the ability to detect motion within a sample from the backreflected light, which delivers information on movement. 20, 21 Regarding terminology, Huang and coworkers 15 and many other groups have generally used the term ''Doppler shift'' to describe the same phenomenon that other groups call a ''phase shift'' or ''Doppler phase,'' which represents a difference in the position of a given point within the waveform between two subsequent A-scans. From this point forward, we will use the term ''Doppler phase shift'' to describe this phenomenon.
The variability and repeatability of this new RBF measurement technique needs to be established in order to characterize a significant change and to use it as a clinical technique to detect abnormal deviations in blood flow. The aim of this study is to investigate the within-session variability and betweensession repeatability of the Doppler FD-OCT morphologic blood flow technology in young and elderly healthy subjects. 
The Doppler FD-OCT Method
Doppler FD-OCT is a novel imaging method that provides in vivo noninvasive assessment of retinal structure and RBF using a physical phenomenon called Doppler phase shift. 22 The principle of the Doppler phase shift has been integrated into the commercially available Doppler FD-OCT system (Optovue, Inc., Freemont, CA, USA). Doppler FD-OCT generates highresolution cross-sectional images of the retina. This instrument utilizes a laser light source of 841 nm with a bandwidth of 49 nm and an incident power of 500 lW on the cornea. Theses parameters result in an axial resolution of 5.4 lm in tissue. 23 System transverse resolution was 20 lm, as determined by the maximum aperture of the eye. 24 Unlike morphological FD-OCT systems that produce just structural images, the prototype Doppler FD-OCT analyzes the Doppler phase shift between two consecutive A-scans. Light reflected from moving particles undergoes Doppler phase shift.
Flow velocity is determined by
where v is the flow velocity in an OCT voxel, DU is the Doppler phase shift (DU ¼ U1 À U2, where U1 and U2 are the phase of voxels in the same position in consecutive OCT axial scans), k 0 is the source center wavelength, n is the refractive index of the medium, T is the time interval between consecutive scans, and h is the Doppler angle defined by the OCT beam axis relative to the line perpendicular to blood vessel flow axis.
The maximum detectable Doppler phase shift of 8.9 KHz is determined by the acquisition speed of the charged-coupled device (CCD) camera. Given this setup, the maximum measurable velocity in the retinal vessels was 2.8 mm/s. 24 Phase detection caused by RBF was incorporated into the prototype system by creating two circular scans centered on the optic nerve head. The RBF protocol consists of a double circular Doppler scan comprising two concentric rings of diameters 3.4 and 3.75 mm centered on the optic nerve head (Fig. 1) . 25 The double circular FD-OCT beam passes through the pupil nasally with two sets of scans (inferior and superior). Two sets of scans are taken to achieve optimum flow measurements from at least one of the two sets of scans. The circular scan is displayed as the sinusoidal variation in retinal height/morphology (Fig. 2) .
The incident angle is estimated by vessel center depth difference within the two consecutive circular OCT scans from the Doppler FD-OCT images. The measured Doppler phase shift, the incident angle calculation, and the vessel area are used to compute absolute red blood cell velocity and RBF.
Procedures
Refraction, logMAR visual acuity, Goldmann applanation tonometry, and resting blood pressure were assessed prior to dilation of the study eye. The pupil of the study eye was dilated using tropicamide 1% (Alcon Canada, Inc., Mississauga, ON, Canada) at the beginning of each visit to achieve an adequate view of the fundus for the RBF image acquisition. Visual fields were also tested in subjects using the Humphrey Field Analyzer II (Carl Zeiss Meditec, Inc., Dublin, CA, USA) with the 24-2 automated static threshold test. The clinical fundus view and the automated perimetry results were all confirmed to be normal. Subjects rested for 10 minutes before the start of each study visit to stabilize baseline cardiovascular and respiratory parameters. Each subject attended for two visits. The two visits were undertaken within 2 weeks, and the second visit was at the same time of day and under the same conditions as the initial visit. A minimum of six separate FD-OCT Doppler measurements (i.e., each separate measurement comprising an upper nasal pupil scan and a lower nasal pupil scan) was acquired at each session.
Image Grading
Semiautomated Doppler OCT of Retinal Circulation (DOCTORC) Software. Acquired Doppler FD-OCT scans and a scanning laser ophthalmoscopy (SLO) en face image were exported as raw data using RTVue Doppler transfer output software. The exported raw data were converted into DOCTORC (version 2.1.1.4) grading software-compatible data for image grading and RBF calculation. 25 After loading the Doppler scan into DOCTORC, the initial automated assessment of the loaded scans underwent software processing that identified the vessel type based on the Doppler signal characteristics (i.e., arteriole or venule). Grading also required a color fundus image of the optic disc to confirm that the automated vessel identification undertaken by DOCTORC was correct by comparing the DOCTORC assignment (i.e., venule or arteriole) with that of a color fundus photograph. The Doppler scans with three-dimensional OCT image and SLO image were then registered to allow the grader to correlate the vessels that are identified on the en face image with those seen on the cross-sectional Doppler OCT B-scan. DOCTORC then computed the blood flow from the Doppler phase data after manual assessment of scan validity. The blood flow data were then automatically exported into the appropriate subject folder. The FD-OCT scans were manually graded based on their Doppler signal, size, and location between inner and outer circle, clarity of the vessel boundary, and finally the type of the vessel. The grader adjusted the dotted circle in order to make it the same size as the Doppler signal (Fig. 3) . There was also a confidence score ranging from 0 to 5 with a confidence score guidance sheet (Doheney Eye Institute, Arcadia, CA, USA). The grader of each vessel on every scan assigned this score. After completion of all these procedures for all the vessels in the Doppler FD-OCT image, the software verified whether the flow calculation for each graded vessel was valid. Subsequently, the total retinal venous blood flow was automatically computed by summing all calculated flow values from all valid retinal venules and the estimated flow from venules 25 using an Excel file.
The coefficient of variation (COV) is defined as the ratio of the standard deviation r to the mean l, such that COV ¼ r l . The Bland-Altman plot 26 is a graphical approach to compare two measurement methodologies of the same object. The differences between the two methods are mapped as the function of the averages of the two. This plot may be used to assess the repeatability of a method. The coefficient of repeatability (COR) can be calculated as 1.96 times the standard deviation of the differences between the two measurements (d 2 . Repeatability or test-retest reliability is defined as the variation in measurements taken by a single operator and instrument under the consistent conditions. 
RESULTS
Typically, it takes between 2 and 5 minutes to analyze each vessel. Depending on a given patient's vascular tree characteristics, the total time required to undertake the analysis of a data set acquired at a single visit varied between 20 and 60 minutes.
Box plots of the COVs for blood flow in both young and elderly participant groups are displayed in Figure 4 . The individual COVs for blood flow in the young ranged from 0.4% to 20.4% (median 7.5%) and in the elderly subjects ranged from 0.6% to 34.6% (median 9.2%). The individual COR values for flow ranged from 0.2 to 13.8 lL/min (median 4.5 lL/min) for young participants and from 0.4 to 38.8 lL/min (median 9.2 lL/min) for elderly participants. The group mean CORs for RBF for young participants were 6.4 lL/min (median 5.9 lL/min, relative to a mean effect 39.8 lL/min) and for elderly subjects were 10.5 lL/min (median 9.2 lL/min, relative to a mean effect 46.4 lL/min). Difference versus mean plots of RBF (Figs. 5 and 6) revealed two clear outliers in the elderly group data (see Bland and Altman 26 ). Removal of these outliers reduced the elderly group mean COR for blood flow to 9.88 lL/min (median 8.3 lL/min relative to a mean effect 42.9 lL/min).
Doppler FD-OCT Repeatability in Healthy Subjects
A scatter plot was used to illustrate test-retest characteristics of the Doppler FD-OCT measurement of total RBF (in micrometers per minute) (Fig. 7) .
The COV values for venous area, velocity, and flow can be found in Table 2 . The COR values for both young and elderly subjects have been reported in Table 3 and 4, respectively.
DISCUSSION
Several studies have reported reduced ocular blood flow and poor blood flow regulation in glaucomatous eyes. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] There is also evidence that primary open-angle glaucoma is linked to factors related to ocular blood flow regulation and a breakdown of autoregulation. 7 Our group has demonstrated a reduction in the magnitude of retinal arteriolar vascular reactivity in both untreated primary open-angle glaucoma and progressive primary open-angle glaucoma. 27 There are also studies that show diabetic retinopathy is preceded by subclinical disturbances in the retinal vasculature. Hence, many studies have considered the quantification of inner RBF as a promising investigation approach for the early detection and improved monitoring of various diseases. However, the results of inner RBF disturbance in diabetic retinopathy have been contradictory, [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] although virtually all indicate some aspect of disturbance.
This study shows that the Doppler FD-OCT can reliably and consistently measure RBF in healthy participants, despite the subjectivity of the vessel area determination. Doppler FD-OCT offers a quantifiable and repeatable method of assessing RBF. Blue field entoptic and fluorescein angiographic techniques deliver mostly subjective or semiquantitative measurements of RBF. Laser Doppler flowmetry offers flow values only in arbitrary units, and readings between subjects are dependent on interpretation. Pulsatile ocular blood flow assessments are dependent on controversial assumptions of ocular physiology and measure total ocular blood flow, a majority of which arises from the choroidal circulation. Wang and coworkers 23 used a single-beam FD-OCT to measure the total RBF of all vessels around the optic nerve head. Their results showed values of 45.6 6 3.8 lL/min for total RBF (TRBF) with the coefficient of variation of 10.5%. Our results showed a range of variability in individual blood flow, with a COV ranging from 0.4% in young subjects (median 7.5%) to 34.6% in elderly subjects (median 9.2%). Our data are in agreement with the data of Wang and coworker. 23 There are several sources that might contribute to the individual variability, including the impact of eye motion, tear film quality, or normal biological variations. The individual variability may also reflect the quality of measurement and possibly the analysis method. Subjects with higher COV values could be excluded from study based upon their outlier status.
The differences in COV between the two groups (median 7.5% for the young group versus 9.2% for the elderly group) are negligible, and the differences in COR between groups are relatively small (median 5.91 lL/min relative to a mean effect of 39.76 lL/min for the young group versus median 9.16 lL/ min relative to a mean effect of 46.39 lL/min for the elderly group). This represents a difference in RBF calculations between sessions/days of approximately 4 lL/min in real terms, or in terms of the known range of TRBF values, a difference of approximately 8%.
The coefficient of variation relates the group mean SD of a given parameter as a function of the group mean effect (on a percentage scale). Therefore, comparison of the COV of venous area and venous velocity for young and elderly participants can be used to determine which of the two parameters contributes the greatest variability to the RBF value. We found that the COV for venous area to be approximately half that of the COV for venous velocity (i.e., 4.7%-4.8% for area versus 10.4%-10.8% for velocity). We conclude that the velocity measurement is the greater contributor to blood flow variability, a finding that is in agreement with that of the established Canon Laser Blood Flowmeter (CLBF) methodology. 38, 39 A mathematical perspective of this issue would be to argue that a summary velocity value is derived by dividing the measured area by the measured flow value. Consequently, the fundamental error components are Doppler angle error caused by motion error, vessel boundary segmentation error, Doppler phase error due to phase wrapping, residual bulk motion error (after compensation), and system phase noise (Huang D, personal communication, 2014) .
One of the advantages of OCT is the exceptional level of resolution used to discern the retinal vasculature. Another, more established method to assess RBF is laser Doppler velocimetry (LDV), which has been applied to investigate retinal blood velocities in the major arterioles and venules of the retina. 40 The most established instrument to utilize the LDV methodology is the CLBF, which simultaneously measures vessel diameter and centerline blood velocity in order to derive blood flow values in absolute units. 41 Using the CLBF, the individual COVs for flow were reported to be from 4.8% to 37.3% (median 19.3%). The group mean CORs for flow were found to be 2.6 lL/min (relative to a mean effect of 8.8 lL/min). These data are from CLBF measurements of blood flow within retinal arterioles in normal subjects. 38 Our group studied the retinal arteriolar and venular blood flow in healthy subjects and concluded that the level of variability between the two visits was equivalent before and during hyperoxic provocation of vascular reactivity. This study showed the COV for venular flow was 9.9% during the baseline period. 39 These findings can be found in the Table 5 .
Doppler FD-OCT repeatability for young and elderly subjects, in terms of the COR, was found to be 6.43 lL/min and 10.53 lL/min, respectively; the acceptable level of between-session variability needs to be interpreted based upon the magnitude of the effect size. The difference in repeatability between sessions was also greater in subjects with crowded vascular beds, which resulted in difficulty distinguishing the arteriolar from the venular Doppler phaseshift signals (Fig. 8) . Other factors, such as tortuous vessels or curved and tapering vessels, can also play a role in the variability through the generation of irregular or non-Poiseuille flow conditions. The within-session variability of blood flow measurements could be a result of eye motion, tear film, the anatomy of the vessels, or intrinsic variation of RBF. The tear breakup can alter the laser intensity projected onto the retina and may result in displacement of the laser from the center of the vessel due to optical blurring effects. We attempted to keep all parameters (such as diet) in both sessions the same. Other factors such as consuming red meat or caffeine could play a role in the difference as well. 42, 43 These factors can contribute to the individual blood flow variation measured by Doppler FD-OCT. Another limitation of this study is that the maximum detectable volume of the Doppler FD-OCT system is slower than the maximum flow velocity, especially in retinal arterioles, assuming equal flow in arteriole and venule; as a result, all reported values were based upon venular measurements only.
Factors that will cause Doppler FD-OCT measurements to be invalid fall into three main causes. Objects that are close to perpendicular to the incident OCT beam will result in a relatively weak Doppler signal because the cosine of 908 is zero. Also, errors in the measurement of the vessel lumen area will greatly influence the estimation of flow; this effect is compounded by the fact that the area estimation requires the subjective determination of the Doppler signal boundary and then the subjective assignment of confidence in the area estimation. In addition, the impact of eye movements will introduce further error into the estimation of vessel lumen area. To summarize, the degree of variability and repeatability can differ significantly between individuals, but overall, Doppler FD-OCT gave consistent and repeatable blood flow measurements within retinal venules in normal subjects.
